JUDICATURE
it may be felt that, as this is not strictly an original composi-
tion, it has no place in these pages. But what am I to do ?
It came into my hands in a perfectly regular fashion, and I do
not mean to let it go. The enquiries leading to this dis-
covery were irreproachably conducted. As a matter of fact,
I was reading the newspaper in bed-—and there it was, As
it was there, I saw it. If it had not been there, I suppose
I should have missed it, and the world would have been (I
think) the poorer, But there it was; and having seen it
there, I resolved to pass on the information. I mean, I
simply had to tell someone,
It is, I understand, the practice of all well-conducted savants
to communicate scraps of significant information to their
colleagues assembled in learned societies. These bodies
subsequently print such communications in their Proceed-
ings, which are eventually bound and decorate the tables in
dentists' waiting-rooms, Perhaps I may be permitted to
appear, for this one occasion, as a savant and to communicate
my small discovery. It will, I think, be appreciated by
waiting dental patients, if by no one else, But I only offer
it as just a fragment, a scintilla of evidence, one tiny, brightly-
coloured section of the whole noble mosaic of the United
States.
You will find it on the map. It is a growing city in a
pleasant situation, As it lies well to the north of the Ohio
and east of the Mississippi, no part of its apparent oddity
can be attributed to Western manners or to Southern retro-
gression. It was American soil when John Adams succeeded
Washington and Mrs, Adams hung out her clothes to dry in
the East Room of the new White House; and there has been
no Frontier within miles of it for a hundred years. As its
population was very nearly 100,000 a quarter of a century
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